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1. Adverb

2. Interjection

3. Preposition

4. Verb - Past Tense

5. Noun

6. Pronoun

7. Conjunction

8. Adjective
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Ben is devastated. He was sleeping Adverb , not bothering anyone, when all of a sudden he was woken

up, just to discover two of his lionesses were shot and killed! Interjection ! Just like that, right

Preposition Ben's nose. There are many suspects as to who Verb - Past Tense the shots. The police

are involved, but even they haven't figured it out yet. But who actually did it? I think there are two main suspects

. One is George Trilby, and the other is Richie Lewis. The most likely reason George Trilby would do it is

because he says he can't sell his land with all the animals right by it. But there are many reasons Richie would do

it. The first time he had met Ben's dad, he had used foul language and demanded Ben and his dad to move. They

had Jessica with them, and Ben's dad threatened to let go of her Noun . Pronoun said he didn't

know what would happen, even though he knew perfectly well Jessica wouldn't hurt a fly. Richie had driven

away after that. Also, ten months later, Ben Conjunction his dad were at "The Cootie Bar" to get some

beer for the handlers, when Richie came out, influenced by the alcohol he had drunk. As he walked by Ben's dad

, he said something and tried to punch him, but he missed. Then Ben's dad swung back, and hit Richie right in

the gut. He left Richie puking on all fours and went to get the beer. The final reason is when Alfredo was at the

gas station checking his tires. He had the same truck Ben's dad had used to get to the Cootie Bar, and Richie

recognized it. He honked, got out of his pickup, and went over to Alfredo's truck. But when Alfredo got up and

Richie could see his heavy shoulders and thick arms, he went back to his pickup. These are the two main

suspects of who shot the sisters. There are Adjective reasons for both to want to shoot the lionesses, but

if I had to choose one who I thought was more likely to have shot the sisters, I would choose Richie.
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